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Domain HOMES BY DESIGN INNOVATION

A dark facade in
a history-steeped

street hides myriad
surprises, writes
LouSweeney.

Little box
of tricks

S
EEING a dark facade with,
on first glance, no discern-
able windows or doors — a
stormy black palette of

little relief and no ostentation — is
hard to reconcile with a feeling of
excitement and anticipation.

Standing outside this house in a
tiny street, it feels a little like typical
old South Melbourne. On the nar-
row macadam flanked by a smatter-
ing of worker’s cottages, back fences
and with the city looming behind,
you could be stumbling home back
when Emerald Hill held the world
record for the number of pubs in
one precinct.

This house presents a quiet,
unassuming face to the street. For a
black box in the middle of an area
heavy with history and heritage,
that is no mean feat.

It helps that the line of the build-
ing maintains respectful dimen-
sions in relation to the streetscape.
There is an unmistakable symmetry
as the second floor within is con-
cealed by the adjusted roof pitch;
the echo of the old workers’ cottage
once here is smartly resonant.

Amy Muir and Bruno Mendes
are the architects, both of the house
and of their own education into the
world beyond design and drawing
— they built this place themselves.

‘‘I guess it was a real desire to
just work with our hands,’’ Muir
says. ‘‘We are interested in more
than just the idea and the concept
and it was a way for us to learn as
we went.’’ Mendes agrees: ‘‘Archi-
tects can get into a space where
there’s a disconnection and we
wanted that full connection from
beginning to end.’’

The seed of the idea came from
Portugal, Mendes’ familial home-
land. Both architects had a vision of
building a house there, sourcing
local materials and building side by
side with local workers. Not until
they decided to get into the
Melbourne property market did the
idea land in back-street South
Melbourne.

The front door is outlined over
on the right side with a tilting
‘‘drawbridge’’ matching the shape
and leaning out to draw light into
the front bedroom.

Inside, a long skylight inverts the
traditional hallway and runs along
the double-height corridor, through
the living area to outside, where an
old palm tree still stands, waving
languidly in the evening chill.

‘‘We knew we wanted to have as
much light as we could; it was really
crucial,’’ Mendes says.

‘‘The corridor creates volume;
the skylight draws down light as
well as sky.’’

A camouflage net over the sky-
light throws patterns on the hallway
walls and floor.

The downstairs section contains
a bedroom, the only space vaguely
retained from the original footprint,
and a bathroom where more light
comes from a lightwell that drops in
from the first-floor roof line.

In the rear section a sharp kit-
chen, dining area and living room
look over the back courtyard.

But that’s about as prosaic as it
gets around here. Sections of the
walls and sliding doors are clad in
Eco-Panel, a felt-like material made
of recycled plastic bottles. It adds a
certain playfulness and brings a
texture and warmth to the largely
white interiors.

The ceiling over the kitchen and
dining area is a sawtooth wonder,
all folded angles and edges inspired
by the area.

‘‘Amy and I were on the roof dur-
ing different parts of the process; it
was such a great view and we saw
all these leans-tos and rooftops and
abstract shapes and they became
the basis of this idea,’’ Mendes says.

Smart designs.
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Chelsea challenge

The Australian Garden presented by the Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne was a gold medal winner at the 2011 RHS
Chelsea Flower Show.

Competition is fierce for garden glory, writesJimFogarty.

T
HE last week of May brings
the opening of the Royal
Horticultural Society Chelsea
Flower Show in London, the

most prestigious garden show in
the world. This year, Jason Hodges,
from Better Homes and Gardens on
Channel Seven, is designing an
Australian lifestyle garden for travel
company Trailfinders, presented by
Fleming’s Nurseries, which sells
wholesale trees.

Big names will be vying for the
major awards, including Best in
Show. One person who has his fin-
ger on the pulse is Mark Straver,
who has supplied plants to many
Best in Show winners in the past
decade. This year, Straver is grow-
ing 60,000 plants for Chelsea,
including supplying four of the lar-
ger show gardens on Main Avenue.

He believes Sarah Price’s Daily
Telegraph garden is something spe-

cial. ‘‘A very brave garden that has
stepped away from the usual Chel-
sea constraints and may well catch
the imagination of everyone, espe-
cially as she is a major part of the
Olympic Park design.’’ He says Andy
Sturgeon for M&G Investments
(winner of 2010 Best in Show),
Cleve West for Brewin Dolphin
(Best in Show 2011) and Tom
Hoblyn for Arthritis Research UK
are others to watch.

Although a garden might have a
strong sense of design, the result
often relies on the quality of the
planting.

A first-timer this year is Joe
Swift, designing for Homebase, not-
able for his role in the British televi-
sion and YouTube hit Three Men
Went to Mow. Straver says that
‘‘although Joe might be playing it
safe in his first year he will never-
theless do very well in the medals’’.

Chelsea veterans worth watch-
ing include Chris Beardshaw for
Furzey Gardens, Nigel Dunnett for
the Royal Bank Canada, and Diar-
muid Gavin, with his vertical
garden for Westland Horticulture.
Jo Thompson, winner of the 2010
Best Urban Garden, is returning for
her first larger show garden, design-
ing for The Caravan Club in a
garden that will feature a
1950s vintage caravan.

Success at Chelsea can mean
everything and it is easy to be
caught up in the competitive nature
of the show, but the true experience
of Chelsea is the journey. For many,
just being at the world’s most pres-
tigious garden show, even just as a
spectator, is reward enough.

Jim Fogarty was the designer of the Australian
Garden presented by the Royal Botanic Gardens
Melbourne at the Chelsea Flower Show 2011.
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The house is all angles, light and
shadow, inspired by interesting
shapes the architects observed from
the rooftop. PICTURES: PETER BENNETTS

contact
Muir Mendes
9686 6868
muirmendes.com

Upstairs, a bedroom, bathroom
and study hang, gallery-like, over
the ground level, with light from the
long skylight flooding the space.

Tallowwood flooring was used to
combat the South Melbourne term-
ite issue and its beautiful character
exudes warmth. The bug question
introduced another of the crucial
elements.

Steel fabricated joinery, doors,
windows and stairs are the sturdy
anchors and give the design brawn
and energy. The materials and their
application lend permanence and
relevance. Mendes’ father, Joaquim,
a steel fabricator, was a central part
of the process and oversaw the cou-
ple on their wild ride.

‘‘Really, he was instrumental,’’
Muir says. ‘‘There’s no way we could

have done it without him. We were,
to be honest, really naive about the
whole thing, kind of just bumbling
around saying, ‘We’re going to build
a house, how hard can it be?’ ’’

The folded steel stairs to level
one are a particularly fine feature
and, paired against the sawtooth
ceiling and features such as the
pleated wall facets, reinforce just
how much learning the couple have
had to do.

Three-and-a-half years of week-
end work has produced this amaz-
ing house, as well as two architects
now with eyes not only for design
but also the satisfaction that comes
from bending backs, as well as steel,
and doing it themselves.

Endless variations.
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At Folio3, we design our homes around your needs, not the other way around. If you enjoy entertaining, need more space for a growing family 
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residential building industry, a well-planned seamless building process and 6 star rated energy effi cient features they’re the smart choice.


